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Uniting Signal Generation and
Signal Synthesis

A simultaneous solution is devised to the problems of signal generation and
signal synfhesis, while optimizing both for bench and automatic use.

By John C. Shanahan

OVER THE PAST DECADE there have been two
distinct types of signal sources in the market place,
each fulfil l ing a specific range of applications. One
of these is the familiar signal generator [e.g. HP
606, 608, 612, etc.), and the other the synthesizer
(e.g. HP 5100, 5105, etc.J.  In many cases both are
necessary even in the same test set-up. Hewlett-
Packard's 8660.4'/8 Synthesized Signal Generator
family is a new solution to this hybrid application.
It combines the stability, programmability and fre-
quency resolution of a synthesizer with the modula-
tion and voltage calibration of a high-quality signal
generator. This compact, all solid-state system has
the versatility of plug-in modulation and RF sec-
tions and features directly computer-compatible
programming of frequency, voltage level, and mod-
ulation.

To accomplish the synthesized aspect of this
generator's performance, the indirect synthesis ap-
proach has been used, 'There are seven L-C tuned
oscillators, each phase locked for stability and accu-
racy, A crystal oscillator at 10 MHz is the ultimate
source, and all internal signals are referenced to it.
Fig, 1 outlines the 8660 family. There are two main-
frames, each fulfil l ing separate requirements. The
8660A with a minimum of front panel controls is
suited for systems applications; the 86608 with
many new front panel features is a powerful bench
instrument. Besides these different mainframes and
plug-ins, there are other opt ions avai lable (see
specifications) to narrow the choice of instrument
further toward a specific application, Higher fre-
quency plug-ins will follow, One common concern
with any piece of test equipment is obsolescence.

Hewlett-Packard has tried to minimize this concern
with the Synthesized Signal Generator family.

Mechanlcal Deslgn
Among the unique characteristics of the 8660A/8

mainframe is its mechanical design. To insure ex-
cellent signal purity and ease of servicing it was
necessary to develop efficient shielding techniques
that would nevertheless allow access to every elec-
trical and mechanical part that could need replacing
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Fig, 1, The 8660 system poses lor a tamily portrait. 8660A (lelt rear), 86608 (right rear),
are basic mainlrames. Modulation tacilities are added with 866324 Modulation Section
(near left) in central plug-in posit ion, or 86631A Auxi l iary Secl lon (near r ight) ls sub-
st i tuted. Near center pair of plug-ins are BF Sections, 86601 A lor 0.01-1 10 MHz,86602A
tor 1-1300 MHz.

in the f ie ld.  The compactness of the packaging
brought with i t  both magnetic and electrostat ic
coupling problems which could easily have ruined
the spectral purity of the signal output, To elimi-
nate these potential problems, many hours of engi-
neering were spent analyzing coupling effects and
desensitizing critical circuits.

Because the 8660,4,/8 mainframe will have to ac-
cept plug-ins which are presently being developed
and also some which haven't  been started, extra
capability, particularly in the power supplies, has
been designed in. Additional mechanical and elec-
trical flexibility has been included so special pro-
gramming fo rmats  can eas i l y  be  hand led  by
changing one or both interface cards. Also, one of
the major objectives was to be able to manufacture
a major portion of the mainframe and then make
it an 86604 or 86608 by simply inserting the appro-
priate Digital Control Unit (DCU) as the last sub-
assembly during manufacturing. Extensive shock
and vibration tests have been conducted on the
package to make it as sturdy as possible without
hazard to portability.

How Does it Operate?
The front panel controls of the 8660.4. are self-

explanatory, but those of the 86608 are unique and
offer new capability in a synthesized signal gen-
erator (Fig. Z),  A keyboard is composed of twenty
keys; i t  is of  al together new keyboard design. '?This
front panel control allows direct pushbutton entry
of the desired frequency to an accuracy determined
by the crystal  osci l lator.  For example, the frequency
36.45 MHz can be obtained by pressing seven keys.
First  the [3) is pressed, the [6),  the [ .J,  the [4),  the
[5),  the IMHzJ, and f inal ly the [Cent/Freq) key, I f  a
mistake is made during the entry there is a (Clear/
KybdJ key, Two 'step' keys are included which
cause a frequency increment of any size to be added
to, or subtracted from the present frequency. For
example, if the previous frequency of s0,+S MHz
is one of a number of receiver channels separated
by 50 kHz, then the 50-kHz increment can^be en-
tered on the keyboard and each time the tstSp) key
is pushed, the frequency wi l l  increase by 50 kHz.
Internal registers store the increment so that only
one key, tSt8p),  need be depressed to move to the



next channel. There is also a (Step) key to move
frequency lower in successive stepX. Besides (MHz),
three other keys, (GHz), (kHzJ, and [Hz) are also
present for greater flexibility. The last key is (Swp/
Width). This key will allow any frequency span to
be entered as a sweep width to be centered on the
center frequency shown in the readout area. The
output, however, will not actually sweep until the
SWEEP MODE switch is set in its appropriate
position.

Readout
The solid state numeric readout is designed nor-

mally to read the actual frequency at the output
connector at all times. However. there are three
momentary switches that command the readout to
display the registers storing 1J the keyboard infor-

Fig.3. 86608/86601 A is digitally swept in 1)-Hz steps
through narrowband crystal t i l ter centered on 2.1145 MHz;
resolution is maintained. Sca/e is 2 dB/cm vertical, 2s/cm
horizontal.

Fig. 2. Complete instrument
with 86608 keyboard-controlled
synthesized generator, 866014
110-MHz rt section, and 866324
modulation seclion.

mation, 2) the step information, or 3) the sweep
wid th  in fo rmat ion .  When these momentary
switches are released the readout again displays
the output frequency. Within the display area is a
series of readouts which help the user while per-
fo rming  tes ts .  These annunc ia to rs  (REMOTE,
SWEEP, OUT OF RANGE, OVEN and FM MODE)
indicate the status and mode of oneration at a
glance.

Manual Mode
The manual mode comprises two controls, the

resolution switch and the tuning knob. The tuning
knob is attached to a rotary shaft encoder that gen-
erates pulses as it is rotated. As this control is
rotated in a clockwise direction, the frequency at
the output is increased in steps determined by the
resolution switch. As the tuning control is rotated
in a counter-clockwise direct ion, the frequency de-
creases. This feature can be likened to the familiar
search mode of a synthesizer with one significant
difference. This control allows the frequency to be
changed without loss of accuracy or stability. Its
applications are numerous and yet this control is
exceedingly simple to operate.

Sweep Mode
This is another feature new to synthesized signal

generators. It is the capability of digital sweep,
Incorporated within the 86608 is a sweep control
which changes the output frequency in 1000 dis-
crete steps, precisely fol lowing a sawtooth pattern,
The number of steps is enough to make the swept
output appear cont inuous. In actual operat ion, al l
f requencies between the upper and lower l imit  are
generated. However,  only 1000 of these frequencies



remain at the output for a discrete period of time.
Fig. 3 shows the 86608/86601A being swept through
a narrowband filter with no loss in resolution. In
fact, the exactness of this particular type of sweep
is an asset when precise filter cutoffs are called
for. There are three different sweep speeds and
three modes of sweeping. The first mode isAUTO.
It will continuously sweep the output at any one
of three rates, slow [10 s), medium (1 sJ and fast
(100 ms*). The second mode is SINGLE. In this set-
ting the instrument will sweep just once when the
button is pushed. The third mode is MANUAL. It
works in conjunction with the MANUAL TUNING
control mentioned earlier. This mode of operation
is unique in that as the MANUAL TUNING knob
is rotated the readout follows the output fre-
quency. When the frequency reaches either of the
two limits determined by the SWEEP WIDTH set-
ting, the MANUAL TUNING knob will cease to
function. This is a particularly powerful capability
when one is analyzing the response of a filter or
setting up an X-Y recorder. In all of the above
cases, the sweep output [BNC) gives a ramp volt-
age between zero and *b volts. This signal can be
used to sweep an oscilloscope horizontally or sync
external equipment as desired,

In the remote mode, the operator can control fre-
quency, voltage level and modulation just as with
the 86604. However, one other feature of the 86608
is the capability of stepping or incrementing the
frequency by simply commanding the [St6p) or
fStpp] function. This then allows the instrument
to Be swept at the rate and sweep width determined
by the remote controller.

Other features of this front panel include:
o Readout blanking of unnecessary zeroes
O Automatic entry of least significant zeroes
o Moving decimal point for ease of reading
O Automatic rejection of il legal entries
o Decimal need not be pushed
O Readout while under remote control

Syslem Concept
As previously stated, an 'indirect synthesis' ap-

proach has been used, and all mainframe frequen-
cies originate from seven separate phase lock loops
Fig.  ). One of these, the reference loop, generates
a series of fixed frequencies from which the re-
maining six loops get their stability and accuracy.
The most critical of the loops, with respect to spu-
rious signals and phase noise, is the reference loop.

"Whenosweeping the output at the fast rate, the number of discrete steps is reduced

Fig.4. Block diagram illustrates system concept.

Any spurious signal on the 100-MHz output ftypi-
cally spurious signals are 100 kHz, 200 kHz, 400
kHz, and 1 MHz) will be multiplied by approxi-
mately 20 in future plug-ins, so they must be at
least 106 dB down from the 100-MHz signal level;
indeed for some margin of safety on an output spec
of 8o dB they should be more like 112 dB down.
Those spurious signals further away from the car-
rier [10 MHz and 20 MHz) will be filtered suffi-
ciently by a phase lock loop before reaching the
output. The reference loop's master oscillator [100
MHzJ can be phase locked either to the internal
10-MHz crystal oscillator or to an external stan-
dard. When an external standard is used, its fre-
quency must be within 1 part in L0-3 of that speci-
fied. Unlike direct synthesizers, the 8660,4./8 will
have an output frequency at all times whether a
reference source is used or not. The reason, of
course, is the 100-MHz oscillator, and the user
should be aware that an unstable frequency at the
front panel may simply mean the reference switch
is in EXTERNAL but an external reference is not
connected.

Low-Frequency Loops
The low-frequency section consists of five phase

lock loops. Three of these are --N type, and the
other two are summing loops. The resultant fre-
quency, when these five loops are summed to-
gether, is a single output covering the range from
20.000001 MHz to 30 MHz in steps as small as 1
Hz or as large as 1 MHz (Fig. 5). These five loops
are housed in aluminum extrusions and inter-
connected by one large multilayer printed circuit
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board,  One of  the more s igni f icant  engineer ing
accompl ishments was combin ing these f ive loops
whi le s t i l l  mainta in ing an B0 dB spec on spur ious
signals.  The number of  potent ia l  spur ious s ignals
is  s tagger ing at  f i rs t  g lance,  but  in  actual  pract ice
has been kept  to  a level  consis tent  wi th speci f ied
q i o n e l  n r r r i t r r

The  speed  r v i t h  wh i ch  the  f requency  o f  t he
8660A/8 can be remotely  programmed depends
sole ly  on these low-f requency loops.  In  some cases,
the set t l ing t ime is  qui te shor t  (100 , , ,sJ;  but  when
one of  the f ive phase lock loops is  programmed
over i ts  complete range,  the t ime to set t le  can be as
long as 5 ms.  The worst -case condi t ion occurs when
the output  f requency changes f rom nines to zeroes
or  v ice versa.  Under th is  condi t ion a l l  f ive loops
change f rom one end of  thei r  f requency range to
t h e  o l h e r  e n d .  F i g .  5  s h o r v s  t y p i c a l  s n  i l c h i n g  t i m e s
for  the low-f requency loops and these wi l l  be the
same as those measured at  the f ront  panel  output .
I t  i s  poss ib le  t ha t  a  f r equency  t rans ien t  as  l a rge  as
10 MHz could be generated even though the actual
f requency is  moving only 1 Hz.  This rvould be rare,
but  never theless i t  can occur .

The most  common spur ious s ignals generated
wi th in these low-f requency loops are at  10 kHz,
100 kFIz and at  the IF of  both sumrning loops.  Be-
cause there is  no mul t ip l icat ion of  the 20-30 MHz
output ,  spur ious s ignals at  least  B0 dB down f rom
the s isnal  level  wi l l  a lso be B0 dB down at  the

Fig. 5. Five phase lack loops
interact in low-frequency sec-
t ion. yel rerain 80 dB signal- lo-
spunous ralta.

f ront  panel  output .  Specia l  designs had to be used
to rn in imize both e lect rostat ic  and magnet ic  p ickup

to assure the B0 dB s ignal - to-spur ious rat io .

Fig.6. Block dtagram describes f unction of 86608 Digi-
lal  Control Unit.
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The Indirect Synthesis Approach
There are many advantages but some dlsadvanfages.

When a synthesizer has just one osci l lator, from which al l
other frequencies are ari thmetical ly generated, usually by
mixing, mult iplying, and f i l ter ing, i t  is ordinari ly referred to
as a direct synthesizer. The indirect synthesizer usually is
taken as one which has at least two osci l lators, and often
many, which are phase-locked to a reference source.

One such example of a phase-locked osci l lator used in
an indirect synthesizer is shown in the diagram here. l ts
block diagram is identical to that of the +N2 loop used in
the 86604/B, and has three digits (1000 discrete frequency
steps) control l ing i t .  BCD digital information is sent to the
+N digital divider and also to the digital-to-analog con-
verter, the latter for pretuning the osci l lator close to the
frequency cal led for by the digital data. The osci l lator 's fre-
quency is divided by a number between 1980 and 2979,
resu l t ing  in  a  10-kHz s igna l  a t  the  d iv ider 's  ou tpu t .  Th is
10-kHz s igna l  becomes the  sampl ing  s igna l  and harmon i -
ca l l y  samples  a  100-kHz s igna l  (harmon ic  number  M :  10)
from a reference source. The sampler generates a voltage
proport ional to the phase dif ference between these two in-
puts. This error voltage is fed back to the osci l lator to close
the loop. The shaping ampli f ier helps to remove the non-
l inearity caused by the voltage-variable capacitor that tunes
the osci l lator. The bandwidth of this loop is about 1 kHz and
the capture range is 2000 to 3000 t imes larger because of
the division.

To help insure good spectral puri ty, a sampler is used for
the phase detector, yielding increased gain because of the
harmon ic  mu l t ip l i ca t ion .

Some of the dist inct ions between 'direct '  and ' indirect '

can now be seen. Large mult iplying numbers, I ike 3000
shown above, are common in indirect synthesizers but in a
direct synthesizer the f i l ter ing would not be possible to ac-
compl ish .  When a  f requency  is  mu l t ip l ied ,  so  is  the  phase
no ise .  To  reduce th is  mu l t ip l ied  no ise  a  f i l te r  i s  needed
either between the mult ipl ier and the newly-formed output
or at the output. But when a phase lock loop is used, as
in  the  ' ind i rec t '  method,  the  f i l te r ing  is  accompl ished au to-
matical ly by the inherently narrow loop bandwidth. Indeed,

the bandwidth of the loop can be optimized tot best noise
performance. At frequencies below the loop's bandwidth,
the noise can be determined by the reference source. And
at frequencies above the loop's bandwidth the noise wil l  be
determined by the resonant osci l lator.

ln the ' indirect '  approach, some degree of phase con-
t inuity is attained because the output comes from an osci l-
lalor which by necessity must slew from one frequency to
another. Also, i t  is not necessary to ampli fy the synthesized
signal when the ' indirect '  method is used, since the locked
osci l lator can normally supply adequate signal level.

There is at least one drawback, however, to the ' indirect '

method and that is the switching speed. In many cases,
there is one order of magnitude dif ference and sometimes
more. Instead of switching in periods from lorrs to 100 ps,
the ' indirect '  approach typical ly requires as much as 1 ms.
For many applications this is not much of a problem, and
when the cost of the two techniques is compared, a saving
is real ized by using the indirect approach.

High-Frequency Loop
This loop generates eleven discrete frequencies

from 350 MHz to 450 MHz in 10-MHz steps, which
are then translated to the front panel output. The
loop is of the harmonic sampling type with 10 MHz
as its reference source. The loop bandwidth is very
wide, approximately 500 kHz; its switching time
thus is negligible when compared to the low-fre-
quency loops [Fig. 10). The only spurious signal
of any consequence is the 10-MHz sideband, and
because there is a direct translation and no multi-
plication, the 80-dB signal-to-spurious level applies
here also,

One of the limiting sources of phase noise in the
8660,4./8 comes indirectly from this loop. Noise
generated in the reference loop is passed through

the HF loop (Fig. a) with its wide, 500-kHz band-
width, and is multiplied 35 to 45 times before reach-
ing the output. Some reduction of this noise would
normally be expected as a result of correlation with
the fixed 500-MHz signal. However, the bandwidth
of the reference loop, being 50 kHz, prevents noise
correlation. Thus the output signal's purity suffers
slightly between 50 kHz and 500 kHz.

Digital Conlrol Unit
The DCU is the brain of the 8660A/8 mainframe.

It receives digital information from either the front
panel controls or a remote source (computer, card
reader, tape, etc.J and processes this data for the
appropriate subsection. Fig. 6 shows a simplified
block diagram of the 86608 digital unit. When a



Fig.7. Algorithmic state llow chart diagram shows digital
control unit's logic design.

frequency has been typed on the front panel key-
board the digits are transmitted to the temporary
storage register in a character-serial [4 bits), bit-
parallel format. The data will remain in this tem-
porary register until one of the four ENTER keys
is pushed. Assuming the CENTER FREQ key has
been pushed, the data in the temporary register
is bussed (4 bits at a time) along the T buss to the
center frequency storage register and also to the
accumulation (A) storage register. From the A reg-
ister the data is sent to lhe phase lock loops dis-
cussed earlier. If the (St8pl [ey had been pushed,
the data in the temporary register would have been
bussed to the step storage register via the T buss.
From there the center frequency and step registers
are added together in the arithmetic logic unit
(ALUI via the R and S busses respectively. The
sum of these two registers is transmitted back to
the center frequency and A registers along the T
buss to complete the (St6p) instruction. If the fStep)
key had been pushed, the same process would tXke
place with the ALU performing a subtraction in-
stead of an addition. If the SWEEP WIDTH key
had been pushed, the data in the temporary register
would have been bussed to the sweep width stor-
age register via the T buss.

The sweep operation is a general form of the
STEP mode. When the Sweep Mode switch is set
for AUTO, the data in the sweep storage register
is first divided by 1000 for 100 in the fast mode)

Fig.8. Each electrical and mechanical assembly of 86601 A
RF Unit is individually removable.

and then processed through the ALU and back to
the A register via the T buss. This operation is per-
formed 1000 times, thereby generating 1000 dis-
crete frequencies in the A register. Now the process
starts all over again. The sweep waveform is a sim-
ulated sawtooth, symmetrical about a center fre-
quency. The center frequency is displayed on the
solid-state readout at all times.

Remote Control
When the 8660 is under remote control, the oper-

ation is the same as above for control of frequency.
However, if either of the 8660's plug-ins are being
programmed, only the temporary storage register is
used and data is fed serially (a bits at a timeJ from
it to the appropriate plug-in.

The 86604 DCU is simpler in its operation be-
cause only the center frequency can be controlled.
It also has a temporary storage register but only
one other register is needed and it is similar to the
A register shown here.

The logic design for the 86608's DCU is based
on the use of algorithmic state machine theory
[Fig. z).

Although the s660A/B mainframes contain the
circuits which generate and control items like fre-
quency switching speed, phase noise, frequency
stability and accuracy, remote programming times
and frequency resolution, each RF section will ulti-
mately determine the performance specifications
at the front panel output connector. Because of this,
many of the mainframe's specifications are tied to
the RF section.



10 kHz - lro MHz PLUG-IN
The first RF section plug-in designed for the

8660A/8 mainframe is the 86601A, covering the fre-
quency range 0.01 to 110 MHz. To function, this
plug-in requires a mainframe. It performs two es-
sential operations: 1) it translates the mainframe
frequencies to cover the specified range and 2) it
amplifies and levels the output voltage. The fre-
quency range is more than four decades, which
makes the 86601A useful for applications ranging
from component testing to local oscillator simula-
tion. Many of the signal characteristics are deter-
mined by the s660A/B mainframe, but because the
signal output is ultimately generated in the plug-in,
the important performance details are discussed
here.

The 866014 is compact [Fig. 8), and yet each elec-
trical and mechanical assembly can be removed
directly. The front panel controls are self-explana-
tory-only the voltage level is adjusted here. The
output signal level can either be controlled manu-
ally from the front panel or programmed via the
rear panel multi-contact connector. Any or all of
the signal's characteristics (frequency, voltage level
or modulation format) can be remotely controlled.
The voltage attenuation range is extremely wide
(159 dB) with a maximum of *13 dBm [r voltJ.

The 8660 system certainly is considered both a
synthesizer and a signal generator. Synthesis tech-
niques are used in the output circuitry to achieve
wide frequency range. So signal purity of this par-
ticular plug-in leans more towards synthesizer per-
formance. The output signal is developed through
a mixer and amplified to the desired level by a
wide-band amplifier of +0 dB gain.

Block Diagram
Fig. 9 shows the system concept in simplified

form. Mixer #1 generates 480 MHz, the difference
between its two inputs. Both inputs come from the
reference loop in the 86604/B mainframe, but the
500-MHz signal is first fi ltered to reduce unwanted
sidebands (10 MHz, 2o MHz, and too MHz). The
500-MHz filter, a stripline design, is about 3-MHz
wide with 2 dB insertion loss. Mixer #2 generates
a signal covering the range 450-460 MHz, the dif-
ference between its two inputs. One of the inputs,
480 MHz, is both amplified and filtered to assure
enough level to act as the LO for the mixer and to
suppress unwanted mixing products and LO feed-
through. This bandpass filter is also a stripline de-
sign with a sharp, 4-pole roll-off. The mixed output
(450-460 MHzJ is filtered before being processed
by the modulator. The output of mixer #3 covers
the range 0-110 MHz, the difference between its
two inputs. This signal is amplified and fed through
a 150-dB, 10 dB/step attenuator to the output at
the front panel. The amplified signal is also peak-
detected and compared to a reference dc voltage in
a feedback amplifier. The error voltage from this
feedback amplifier is fed back to the modulator to
complete the leveling loop. To assure low spurious
generation, all mixers are filtered at both inputs
and outputs. Amplifiers are also used where neces-
sary to bring a signal voltage up to the level re-
quired for a mixer LO.

How Well Does lt Perform?
With the operation of both plug-in and main-

frame now in mind, an example of an actual syn-
thesized frequency can be discussed. The plug-in

Fig.9. B/ock diagram shows r/
system concept.



requires four separate frequencies from the main-
frame to generate an output. Two of these, 500 MHz
and 20 MHz, are fixed and never change. The other
two, 350-450 MHz and 20-30 MHz, are variable
and depend on the output frequency being asked
for. Assuming an output at7O7.654321,MH2 is de-
sired, we see that the 20-30 MHz signal is set to
22.345675 MHz (Fig. 4).  When this frequency is
subtracted from 480 MHz in mixer #2, the resultant
signal is at 457.654327MH2. This frequency is then
mixed with 350 MHz (from Fig.  ) in mixer #S giv-
ing the expected output at'J,O7.654321. MHz. As the
350-450 MHz and the 20-30 MHz oscillators vary
over their complete range, the output will change
from 0-110 MHz.

Depending upon the application, some generator/
synthesizer performance characteristics are more
significant than others. Fig. 10 presents a gallery
of performance data typical of the 8660/86601 com-
bination.

One of the design tradeoffs that had to be made
with the 866014 relates to AM bandwidth. It be-
comes necessary to reduce the AM bandwidth as
the output frequency is lowered, to prevent the out-
put signal harmonics from rising. Also, the flatness
of the signal voltage is degraded to some extent
when the frequency is lowered and approaches the
bandwidth of the leveling loop. To minimize these
problems, the 86601A will automatically change the
bandwidth of the leveling loop as the output fre-
quency is varied. A different loop bandwidth is
used for each of three frequency regions. Region I
is from zero to less than 400 kHz. Region II is from
400 kHz to less than 4 MHz. Region III is from
4MHz to 110 MHz. The effect of bandwidth switch-
ing can be seen in Fig. 10, particularly in the flat-
ness curve. The AM response is also changed be-
cause the leveling loop is used to generate this form
of modulation.

Modulation
Modulation capability is implemented with an op-

tional plug-in [Model86632A, Fig. 1) which will be
treated in detail in next month's Hewlett-Packard
]ournal. This unit processes the modulating signal
and precisely controls the modulation process. Am-
plitude modulation is not accomplished within the
plug-in, however, but instead by applying the pro-
cessed modulating signal to the leveling loop of the
rf plug-in. Frequency modulation is performed by
applying the processed signal to a 20-MHz oscillator
within the modulation plug-in. The output of this
oscillator, now a frequency-modulated signal, is
substituted for the 2O-MHz synthesized signal in the

rf  plug- in and direct ly mixed into the output
frequency.

Spectral Purlty
At the top of the desired performance list for

practically all signal generators is a noise-free sig-
nal. One of the more important accomplishments
was finding the causes of phase noise and then
minimizing or removing the noise sources. Fig. 10
shows actual plots of both amplitude and phase
noise with respect to the calibrated output signal.
Phase noise originates in more than one source.
Below 50 kHz, the 20-30 MHz signal [SL1 output)
is the determining source. From 50 kHz to 500 kHz,
the performance-limiting noise originates in two
digital dividers in the reference loop, noise that
does not conelate out at the output. And finally,
the noise from 500 kHz on is generated by the out-
put amplifier which amplifies thermal noise at its
input and which also has a noise figure of its own
(6 dB).

Amplitude noise can be just as harmful but, as
Fig. 10 shows, this noise is lower than the phase
noise. The amplitude noise has many sources also,
but only two directly determine the output per-
formance. From zero to around 50 kHz, the feed-
back amplifiers in the leveling loop contribute
noise; and from 50 kHz up the output amplifier is
the source of noise. These noise sources have all
been painstakingly reduced.

Switching Speed
It isn't very surprising to discover that the 8660

system is capable of being remotely programmed
at rates much faster than the response time of the
output signal. The digital circuitry that interfaces
with the external programming device can function
at rates approaching 1 MHz, which becomes insig-
nificant when compared to the millisecond settling
tinie for a change in output frequency or voltage.
Fig. 10 demonstrates the switching capability of
the 8660 system. For applications where absolute
accuracy is not important, the frequency can be
changed over 200-500 p.s. But when the output fre-
quency must be within 100 Hz of its programmed
value, the user must wait 2-5 ms before asking for
another frequency. One of the subtle hazards that
most synthesizers have, including the 8660, is the
occasional possibility of a large frequency transient
even though the output is changing only 1 Hz. As
stated earlier, when the frequency is changing from
nines to zeroes or vice versa, a transient of many
kHz can exist for 200 u.s or so.
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Switching Characteristics

504-kHz steps lrom 40 MHz to 44.5 MHz (1 ns/cm). 1-dB steps trcm |  13 dBm 1 4 dBm (2 dB/cn !et-

tical, 5 ms / cm hor izontal ).

10-MHz slep lrcm 30 l,4Hz to 40 MHz (50 ps/cm).
Switching signal is abave. Aulput is mixed against
anather 40-MHz signal for resolution.

70-dB steps from +13 dBm ta -37 dBm (50 ms/
cn).

20-kHz step trcm 30 MHz b 34.02 MHz (50 ps/cm).
Again, switching signal is above and output is mixed
against anothet 30.02 llHz signal lor tesolution.

tvorsl-case condilian: 9.999999-MHz slep lrcm 3A
MHz lo 39.999999 l\'4Hz (1 ns/cn). Swilching signal
shown, and oulput mixed, as belore

Output Voltage

Output voltage vs lrequency in relalive

d B  ( 0  d B :  1  V ) .
Harmonics, in dB below the carrier at
1 V autput. All other hatnonics lyp-
ically below -60 dB.

Oulput voltage vs time Output voltage vs lemperalure

Spectral PurityModulation

Modulation distonion characteristics.
20-MHz carrier with AM >90o/a at a
z-kHz rate. Carr ier and delecled en-
vetope snown.

Dynamic range ot 866014 nodulatot,
relative attenuation (dB) vs bias cutrent.

Phase noise in a 1-Hz band (SSB)

telerenced to carriet. Reference (top
grat icule l ine) is -70 dB (20 kHz/cm,
c a n i e r : 3 0  M H z ) .

Anpl i tude noise in a 1 -Hz band (SSB)

rclet.eaced to catt iet .  qelerence is
- 70 dB (20 kHz/ cn, carrier : 30 l\.4H2).

F i g . 1 0 . gallery of 8660/86601 A pertormance data.



Remote Programming Format
The 8660 system uses a serial entry method for

programming because of the number of lines that
would be required to control all of its modes in
parallel. The rear panel connector can accept two
full digits of information (8 lines) at a time. Each
set of digits can be transmitted into the 8660,4'/8
mainframe every L.25 ps and each address requires
5.5 ps. The procedure for programming is first to
tell the 8660 what the digits are and then to inform
it what is being programmed-frequency, voltage,
or modulation. This latter instruction is in the form
of an address. The programming interface is fairly
easy and for some simple applications can be done
in seconds with a card reader [Fig. rr).

Fig. 11. Synthesizer can be programmed with Model 3260A
Marked Card reader.
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P A R T I A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 86604/8

Synlhesized Signal Generator

MAINFRAMES
FREQUENCY STABIL ITY:

In te rna l  10  MHz Osc i l la to r  =3  x  10-8 /24  hrs . ,  o r
Oot ion  001:  a3  x  10 'e /24  hrs .

Ex terna l  Osc i l la to r :  May be  1 .O,  2 .0 ,  2 .5 ,5 .0  o r  '10 .0  MHz a t  0 .2
to 2.0 v into 170Q.

REFERENCE OUTPUT:  0 .5  to  1 .0  v  in to  170O.
SYNTHESIZED SEARCH (86608 only):

Search dial changes trequency 200 steps/revolution, i.e. 200 Hz,
200 kHz, or 200 MHz per revolution, depending on switch
pos i t ion .  D ia l  tunes  en t i re  range o f  r f  sec t ion  ins ta l led .

DIGITAL SWEEP (86608 on ly ) :
Symmetrical about csntor frequency in 100 steps (for tastest

sweep) or 1000 steps. Width adjustable over entire range of
installed rt section.

Manual Sweep: Dial sweeps selected width in 1000 steps.
S ing le  Sweep:  Manua l  pushbut ton .

REMOTE PROGRAMMING:
8660A: All front-panel frequency, output level, and modulation

tunc t ions .
86608: CW frequency, trequency stepping (see text), output

leve l ,  and modu la t ion .
Frequency: 1-Hz or 1o-Hz resolution, determined by installed

rf section.
Output Level: l-dB steps over range ol installed rf section.
Log ic :  TTL-compat ib le  (negat iva  t rue) ;  "0 "  log ic  s ta te  >2  V,

"1"  log ic  s ta te  <0 .8  v .
GENERAL:

Operating Temperature Range: 0" to +55'C.
Power: 115 or 230 volts +10olo. 50 to 60 Hz.

Approximately 200 watts.
S iza :  167c  in .  w ide  x  7  in .  h igh  x211/2  in .  deep

(426 x  178 x  547 mm);  l9  in .  deep beh ind  rack  mount ing  sur face .
Weigh t :  Net ,48  lb .  (21 ,6  k9 . ) .  Sh ipp ins ,58  lb .  (26 ,1  k9 . ) ,

(86604 or 86608 Mainframe only).
RF SECTION (86601A installsd in 8660A or 86608 Mainframe)

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS
Frequency Range:0.01 to 109.999999 MHz in l-Hz steps.
Frequency Accuracy and Stabil ity: Determined by oscil lator in or

connected to maintrame.
Swi tch ing  T ime:  <5  ms to  be  w i th in  100 Hz o f  any  new f requency

se lec t€d :  (100 ms to  be  w i th in  5  Hz.

Harmon ic  S igna ls :  >40 dB down.
Spur ious  S igna ls :  >80 dB down.
Signal-to-Phase Noise Ratio: >50 dB in a 30-kHz band centered

on the  s igna l ,  exc lud ing  a  1  Hz band so  centered .
Residual FM: <1 Hz rms in a 2 kHz bandwidth csntered on

carrier,
S igna l - to -AM-Noise  Rat io :  >70 dB in  a  30-kHz band exc lud ing

'l-Hz band centered on carrier.
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

Output  Leve l :  +  13  to  -  146 dBm in to  50O.
Output Accuracy (local and remote modes):

: t1  dB f rom +13 dBm io  -66  dBm.  t2  dB f rom -67  to
-  146 dBm.

Flatness: t0.5 dB across entire frequency range.
Output  Leve l  Swi tch ing  T ime:  Wors l  case <50 ms i  any  change to

another level on same attenuator range 5 ms in REMOTE mode.
lmpedance:  Nomina l  50O.

MODULATION CHARACTERISTICS (with 86632A Modulation Section)
AM Depth :0  to  99% on a l l  ou tpu t  ranges .
AM On/Off Ratio: At least 25 dB with meter at 0 dB or more.
AM Car r ie r  Enve lope D is to r t ion :  Wi th  modu la t ing  s igna l  d is to r -

tion (0.3olo, <1o/o @sio/o, <3o/o @70o/o, 15"/" @9Oo/".
Inc identa l  PM:  <0 .2  rad ian  peak  @ 30o lo  AM.
Inc identa l  FM:  0 .2  x  lmod.
FM Rate: dc to 1 MHz.
Max.  Dev ia t ion :  1  MHz.
Incidental AM: With 75 kHz p-to-p deviation at 1 kHz rate AM

sidebands >  -60  dB.
GENERAL

Size: Plug-in to fit 86604 or 86608 Mainframe.
Weight :  Net ,  11  lb .  (5  kg . ) .  Sh ipp ing ,  15  Ib .  (6 ,8  kg . ) .

PRICES
Model 8660A Mainframe, i4900.
Model 86608 Mainframe. 36000.

Opt ion  001 h igh-s tab i l i t y  osc i l la to r  add $300.
Opt ion  002 no  in te rna l  osc i l la to r  sub t rac t  $350.
Option 003 operale from 400 Hz power add $50.
Opt ion  004 100 Hz f requency  reso lu t ion  subt rac t  $500.
86604 only, Option 009 solid-state tront-panel frequency display

in 1-2-4-8 BCD code add S200.
Mode l  86601A RF Sect ion ,  $1975.

Option 001 no output attenuator, subiract $600.
Model 86692A Modulation Section. $900.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION:  MICROWAVE DIVISION
1501 Page Mi l l  Boad
Palo Alto, Calitornia 94304
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Remote Laser Interferometry
This unique remote interferometer, affectionately dubbed

The Magic Cube, signiticantly improves the stability, accuracy, and scope
of laser interferometer measurements

By Richard R. Baldwin, Gary B. Gordon,
and Andr6 F. Rud6

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE LASER INTERFER-
OMETER was a major step forward in man's abil-
i ty  to  measure d is tance easi ly  and precisely .  Laser
interferometers can measure distances up to hun-
dreds of feet with a resolution of a mill ionth of an
inch.  They do i t  by us ing the wavelength of  laser
light as a length standard. This wavelength is known
precisely enough to make laser interferometers in-
herently accurate within a few parts in ten mill ion.

In measur ing shor t  d is tances,  however,  th is  h igh
inherent  accuracy has been d i f f icu l t  to  real ize.  The
reason is  the laser  i tse l f .  I t  generates heat ,  and even
a l i t t le  heat  can cause objects to expand enough to
affect the accuracy of an ultraprecise measure-
ment  to a s igni f icant  extent .*

The solution to this problem was hinted at sev-
eral years ago by a well-known metrologist. After
waiting several frustrating weeks for the thermal
transients induced by an early oven-stabil ized laser
to reach equil ibrium in his writhing granite surface
plate, he ruefully offered this advice to prospective
inter ferometer  bui lders:  'Make one that  is  smal l ,  has
no wires,  and generates no heat ' .  I t  seemed impos-
s ib le at  the t ime.

As the saying goes,  the impossib le just  takes a
litt le longer. The HP 10565A Remote Interferometer
is  smal l ,  has no wires,  and generates no heat ,  I t 's
completely passive. There's sti l l  a laser/electronics
package,  but  the only connect ion between i t  and
the in ter ferometer  opt ics is  the laser  beam, Fig.  1
shows the e lements of  the system.

The difference between this system and previous
interferometers is that the distance measured is the
displacernent of the reflector (at right in Fig. 1J,

'  HP 's  oven less  laser  genera tes  0n ly  a  f rac t i0n  o f  the  heat  o f  more  convent iona l
oven-s tab i l i zed  Iasers ,  bu t  in  some measurements  i t ' s  s t i l l  too  much.

relative to the remote interferometer fcenter of Fig.
1), rather than the displacement of the reflector rela-
tive to the laser head fat left in Fig. 1]. Thus the
laser head can be placed far away from the meas-
urement setup. It will stil l generate heat and its posi-
tion will stil l change due to thermal expansion of
whatever it is sitting on, but this motion isn't meas-
ured. The zero point of the measurement is the re-
mote interferometer, not the laser head. Since the
remote interferometer generates no heat, it can be
placed close to the measurement setup without in-
troducing error. The improved stability is evident in
the drift records shown in Fig. 2.

But improved stability and accuracy are only the
beginning of the remote interferometer story, A
family of modules has also been developed to be
used with the remote interferometer to make a vari-
ety of linear and angular measurements, including
pitch, yaw, and flatness. Non-contacting linear
measurements are possible, too. The remote inter-
ferometer expands the scope of laser interferometry
to such a degree that its designers like to call it 'the

magic cube'.

How lt Works
The remote interferometer is essentially the same

type of optical system used by A. A. Michelson in
the 1890's to measure the meter bar.  I t  consists of a
beam splitter and two retroreflectors, one fixed as
a reference and one movable. The retroreflectors
are glass trihedral prisms, or 'cube corners', which
reflect light so the reflected beam is parallel to the
incoming beam, The reference cube corner is at-
tached to the magic cube, Fig. 3 shows the optical
schematic.

The magic cube is designed to work with the HP
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Fig. 1. When Model 105654 Remote Interferometer (cube) is used with Model 55258
Laser Interterometer, the displacement ot the retlector (right) is measured with respect to
the remote interferometer instead ol the laser head (left). The cube eliminates heat and
deadpath, two maior sources ot error.

55258 Laser Interferometer system. Earlier 5525A
systems can also work with the cube-a simple fac-
tory modification is required. These systems are
ac interferometry systems using an HP-developed
two-frequency laser. Their principle of operation
and their advantages over dc single-frequency inter-
ferometers are discussed in Reference 1.

As Fig. 3 shows, the light from the laser head has
components at two frequencies, f, and fr. The f,
component is linearly polarized in the plane of the
drawing and the f, component is linearly polarized
perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. Upon
reaching the beam splitter, which is a specially de-
signed optical glass plate with a multilayer dielec-
tric coating, f, passes through with virtually 100%
efficiency, while f, is just as efficiently reflected.
Each frequency travels down a different leg of the
interferometer and is reflected bv the cube-corner

in that leg back to the polarizing beam splitter,
There the two frequencies are recombined, again
with near 100% efficiency.

After the laser beam has been divided and re-
combined in the remote interferometer, it contains
relative phase information which can be used to
measure any change in the length of either leg of
the interferometer. It 's important to note here that
any changes in the optical path which occur before
beam division and after beam recombination-that
is, while the two frequency components are coaxial
-don't affect the measurement, since these changes
affect both frequencies equally. Since beam division
and recombination both occur within the remote
interferometer, any motion of the laser head rela-
tive to the remote interferometer isn't measured at
all. In metrological terminology, deadpath error is
completely eliminated.

Fig. 2. Sfabl/ity ol laser inter-
terometer measurements is much
improved by the remote interfer-
ometer because, unlike the laser
head, it generates no heat. Im-
proved stability makes lhe sys-
tem's sub-microinch resolution
usable in a much wider range ol
applications.
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Fig. 3, Remote interterometer is designed for use with
HP's two-frequency interferomefel syslerns. lt's basically
a Michelson interlerometer with a polarizing beam splitter
and cube-corner rellectors. Changes in the optical path to
the lett of the beam splitter don't appear in the measure-
ment since both lrequencies are altected equally.

Magic Cube and Modules
Make Many Measurements

The remote interferometer and i ts accessory modules take
laser interferometry out of the category of a single-purpose
measur ing  techn ique.  Here  are  the  measurements  tha t  can
now be made and the accessories needed to make them.
Linear Measurements

S imple  l inear  measuremenls  a re  made w i th  jus t  the  mag ic
cube,  the  10565A Remote  In te r fe rometer ,  wh ich  cons is ts  o f
a base (10565-20004), a remote interferomeler assembly
(10565-60001) ,  and a  re l lec to r  assembly  (10565-60002) .
A lso  needed,  o f  course ,  i s  the  55258 sys tem,  wh ich  in -
c ludes  the  laser  head,  d isp lay ,  and the  s tandard  10550A
ref lector.

For  r igh t -ang le  l inear  measurements ,  the  re f lec to r  assem-
bly is switched 90" to an adjacent side of the remote inter-
ferometer assembly.
Non-Contacting Linear Measurements

Accessor ies  needed are  a  lens  ho lder  and one o f  th ree
lenses of dif ferent focal lengths selected from accessory kit
K01-105654.  The lens  ho lder  i s  mounted  on  the  ex i t  por t  o f
the remote interferometer assembly to focus the beam on a
reflect ive surface. A telescope (K02-10565A) can be added
to the incoming port of the remote interferometer to get a
larger spot wich is less sensit ive to surface defects, or to
increase the measurement ranoe.
Angular Measurements

Removing the ref lector assembly from the top of the re-
mote interferometer assembly and replacing i t  with a beam
bender (1 05584) makes the reference and measuring beams
paral lel and makes i t  possible to measure pitch, yaw, and
flatness. Also needed are an addit ional ref lector (10565-
60002) and a ref lector mount (105594). The ref lector mount
has small  feet with spacing equal to that of the two beams.
Th is  g ives  d i rec t  readout  in  a rc -seconds on  the  in te r fe rom-
eter display.

What lt's Used For
Since the remote interferometer can make meas-

urements which are immune to relative movement
of the laser head, it has found many applications in
ultraprecise measurements over small distances,
such as the positioning of integrated-circuit stages.
The remote cube has advantages that aren't found
in other interferometer systems. Due to its small size
and weight, it is easily fixtured and is less likely to
disturb the system being measured. It also offers
more versatility in fixturing than was possible with
larger interferometers. The user can mount the in-
terferometer where the measurement is being made,
instead of being restricted to the nearest spot big
enough for the laser head.

Ease of fixturing, light weight, and good thermal
characteristics make the remote interferometer use-
ful for calibration of x-y stages, microcomparators,
height gages, and even gage blocks. A good example
of the accuracy which can be attained through
proper use of the remote interferometer is shown
in Fig. 4. The two plots shown in the figure repre-
sent the total indicated error over the full travel
of a micro-displacement calibrator, The upper plot
was taken with the calibrator in a vertical position
and the bottom plot was made with the calibrator
horizontal. The specified accuracy of the micro-
displacement calibrator was 5 microinches, and
both plots show the calibrator to be within toler-
ance. Since the interferometer's one-microinch res-
olution wasn't adequate, the K02-5525A Resolu-
tion Extender was used to extend resolution to 0.1
microinch. The remote interferometer assured the
stability needed to make this resolution meaningful.

Angular Measurements, Too
If the remote interferometer is used with the

HP 10558A beam-bender attachment the incident
and reflected beams are brought out parallel and
the interferometer can be used to measure quan-

Fig. 4, Uslng the rcmote interterometer and a K02-5525A
Resolution Extender, a micro-displacement calibrator was
checked to within 0.1 microinch. fesl showed it to be
within its 5 pin tolerance.
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Fi,g.5. With Model 10558A Beam Bender attachment and
two cube-corner retlectors mounted in a Model 105594
reflector mount, angular pitch and yaw measurements Qan
be made. Translation of the two reflectors isn't measured,
but rotation ot the reflector assembly is.

tities that no interferometer could easily measure
before - angular pitch and yaw. In this configura-
tion the reference cube corner is mounted in a com-
mon holder (Model 10559,4') with the other cube
corner as shown in Fig. 5. Translation of the assem-
bly will not be measured by the interferometer
since both cube corners move in the same direction
by an equal amount. However, if the assembly is
rotated about an axis perpendicular to the plane of
the figure one cube corner will move relative to the
other and this relative motion will be measured by
the interferometer. The separation (D in Fig. 5J be-
tween the nodal points of the two cube corners is
chosen so the display for small angles reads out
directly in seconds of arc. This capability is particu-
larly useful in machine tool certification, since most
machine tools have fairly tight tolerances on allow-
able angular pitch and yaw, The same interferometer
con be used to certify ongulor pitch ond yaw as weII
os positioni ng occurocy on o mochin e tool.

The angular measuring capability of the remote
interferometer is also useful in measuring surface
plate flatness. The dual cube-corner assembly is
mounted on feet as shown in Fig. 5, and the foot
spacing is equal to the cube-corner spacing. Thus
any change in elevation of one foot relative to the
other will cause the same relative change in the
position of the two cube corners, and this can be
read directly on the display. If the dual cube-corner
assembly is stepped along a surface plate using con-
ventional autocollimator techniques*, the resulting

*  This involves stepping the cube-corner assembly a long the measurement path and
adding incremental  changes 0f  e levat ion to determine the tota l  e levat ion prof i le.

readings can be used to give a plot of surface-plate
flatness. A typical plot is shown in isometric form
in Fig. 6. All data for this plot were obtained using
the remote interferometer.

The principal advantages of the remote interfer-
ometer over the autocollimator for this application
are that the data are available in the proper units
(English or metricJ, the data can be obtained more
quickly fespecially with an optional digital printer
-option 20), and the remote interferometer occu-
pies only four square inches of the surface plate.

Fig. 6. Minute variations in the flatness of a granite sur-
tace plate look like mountains when measured using the
angular measurement capability ol the remote interter-
ometer.

Non-Contacting Measurements
In all measuring processes where physical con-

tact is employed, a small force is necessary to make
certain that the measuring tip or anvil bears firmly
against the component or gage surface. In precision
measurements this force has to be closely controlled
so the elastic distortions it produces are kept within
acceptable limits. To maintain a constant measur-
ing pressure, even with a constant measuring fotce,
there must be no change in the area of contact, and
this means the geometric form of the surface finish
along the path of measurement mustn't vary, Be-
cause this is a difficult requirement to meet, non-
contacting measurement is a highly desirable alter-
native. In dynamic measurements, non-contacting
measurement iS even more desirable, since the mass
of any contact mechanism will always affect the
dynamics of the measured system to some extent.

In many cases, non-contacting measurements can
be made with the remote interferometer. A lens
placed on the exit port of the magic cube focuses

0
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Angstrom Measurements with Velocity-of-Light
Compensation, the Remote Interferometer, and a

Simple Electronic Resolution Extender

The 55258 Laser lnterferometer has a basic resolut ion of
one-quarter wavelength, or 6 microinches. In the standard
ins t rument  th is  i s  ex tended e lec t ron ica l l y  to  one mic ro inch
(or  10-8m when d isp lay ing  in  met r ic  un i ts ) .  ln  p rac t ice ,  how-
ever, this extended resolut ion may not be usable because of
instabi l i t ies. Some major sources of instabi l i ty are thermal
gradients caused by the heat generated by the laser, varia-
t ions  in  the  speed o f  l igh t  in  a i r  caused by  changes in  tem-
perature, pressure, and humidity, and variat ions in the di-
mensions of the measured part caused by changes in i ts
temperature. Velocity-of- l ight variat ions may cause errors
out of proport ion to their magnitude, part icularly for smali
measuremenls where there is a large 'deadpath' between
the interferometer optics and the zero point of the measure-
ment.

I t ' s  now poss ib le  to  e l im ina te  most  o f  these ins tab i l i t ies .
The 105654 Remote Interferometer generates no heat to
cause lhermal  g rad ien ts .  l t ' s  a lso  smal l  enough to  be
mounted close to the measured part,  thereby el iminating
deadpath and i ts associated problems. Changes in the ve-
locity of l ight and in part temperature can be prevented
from affect ing the measurement, too. Another accessory for
the 55258 Laser Interferometer, Model 5510A Automatic
Compensator, is an electronic weather stat ion which cor-
rects al l  measurements for variat ions in the velocity of l ight
and the temperature of the measured part.

With the remote interferometer and the automatic com-
pensator, measurements are so stable that resolut ion of 0.1
mic ro inch  can be  cons is ten t ly  rea l i zed  and 0 .01  mic ro inch
may even be meaningful.  Model K02-5525A Resolut ion Ex-
tender electronical ly extends resolut ion by a factor of 10.
I t ' s  a  rea l - t ime sys tem,  much fas te r  than the  a lgor i thm bu i l t
into the standard 55258 system, so i t  can be used instead
of  the  bu i l t - in  ex tens ion  c i rcu i t ry  fo r  app l i ca t ions  wh ich  re -
qu i re  a  h igh  da ta  ra te  and one-mic ro inch  reso lu t ion ,  such
as  v ib ra t ion  ana lys is  o r  fas t  con t ro l  loops .  Used in  con junc-
t ion  w i th  the  bu i l t - in  a lgor i thm l t  g ives  0 .1  mic ro inch  reso-
lut ion, and two K02-5525A extenders can be cascaded i f
0 .01  mic ro inch  reso lu t ion  has  mean ing .  When d isp lay ing  in
metric units, two cascaded extenders give a resolut ion of
10- rom or  one angs t rom!

How the Resolut ion Extender Works
HP's two-frequency ac heterodyne interferometer system

lends i tself  to a form of real-t ime resolut ion extension that
isn't  practical with conventional interferometers. The ex-
tender is inserted in the cable that connects the interferom-
eter head to the laser display. At this point the distance
information is contained in the dif ference frequency (about
2 MHz) between two high-frequency signals. This dif ference
frequency corresponds to the doppler shif t  caused by mov-
ing one of the cube-corner ref lectors. An increase in reso-
lut ion results from mult iplying this dif ference frequency by
the desired resolut ion extension factor. Model K02-5525A
can be programmed for a resolut ion extension factor of
e i t h e r  6  o r  1 0 .

Shown here is the block diagram of the extender. The
dopp ler  channe l  l s  mu l t ip l ied  by  the  des i red  reso lu t ion  ex-
tension factor in a phase-locked loop and then heterodyned
back  down to  the  or ig ina l  car r ie r  f requency ,  thus  mul t ip ly -
ing  on ly  the  dopp ler  sh i f t .  Another  phase- locked loop mul t i -
pl ies the reference channel by one less than the resolut ion
extension factor to create a local-osci l lator sional for the
doub le-ba lanced mixer .

With the extender inserted, the display operates normally
in  a l l  modes inc lud ing  X10 and ve loc i ty ,  except  tha t  a l l
displayed readings must be mult ipl ied by the resolut ion ex-
tension factor.

the beam onto a sufficiently reflective surface of
the element under calibration. The K01-10565,4. non-
contacting kit contains three lenses of different fo-
cal  lengths [5 in,  10 in,30 inJ. These are adequate
for measurements from a microinch to 0.100 in [2.5
mmJ with an unusually small spot size of less than
100 microinches [2 ltm]. The K02-10565A telescope
expands the range of measurement by a factor of a
hundred. For example, a s-in lens with a depth of
field of 0,0005 in [0.12 mmJ will have with an added
telescope a depth of field of 0.500 in [12.5 mmJ. This
depth of field is particularly suitable for measuring

the uniformity of reflective coatings on mirrors,
magnetic tape, or parts with a lapped finish such
as memory discs.

Vibration analysis is another field where non-con-
tacting measurements are useful. Users may range
from the machine tool designer trying to eliminate
sources of systematic error to the civil engineer
evaluating resonances and damping factors of large
buildings or other structures. Like the electronic
engineer using an oscilloscope, the mechanical en-
gineer can often use a Fourier analyzer (HP 5450A,
5451A, or 5452A)'?, to obtain accurate and copious
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Fig. 7, Non-contacting measurements can olten be made
with the rcmote interterometer by focusing the beam on a
retlective surface. lllustrated is a vibration measurement
on a watch. Model 54504 Fourier analyzer was used for
vibration analysis. Model K02-5525A Resolution Extender
was used to give sub-microinch resolution.

information from transducers such as accelerome-
ters, strain gages, or the laser interferometer.

Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate two extreme cases. One is a
non-contacting measurement on a watch. The beam
was focused on the ground-finish head screw of the
escapement frame. A root-mean-square displace-
ment of 5 angstroms (2 X 10-8 inches) at the resonant
frequency was measured using the laser, a Fourier
analyzer, and a resolution extender. The other case
is a resonance and damping-factot measurement of
a large office building in San Francisco. In this case
the cube-corner reflector was placed on the 41st
floor of the building (a slant distance of 635 feet :

195 metersl, The fundamental resonance is about 1
cycle every 5 seconds.

How the Magic Cube is Built
For surface plate work and machine tool evalua-

tion it is desirable that the remote interferometer
maintain a fixed zero point over large distances of
travel when measuring pitch and yaw. The design
objective is that the maximum zero-point offset be
less than 0,1 arc-second per 100 inches. This re-
quires that differences in cosine error between the
two beams be less than 1 microinch per 100 inches
(0.01 pm per meter) or one part in 108, This in turn
requires beam parallelism better than 30 arc-
seconds, To get this degree of parallelism, critical
lapped faces of the remote cube have to be perpen-
dicular within about 12 arc-seconds, and other tol-
erances are equally tight.

Fig. 8. Another vibration measurement using the inter'
terometer and the Fourier analyzer. This one measured the
resonances ot a large oflice building.

How can an electronics company build parts with
this kind of accuracy? HP experience in crystal
manufacturing for more than ten years was a strong
asset. To have a crystal oscillate within one part in
10e or so requires flatness of % wavelength over
one inch. orientation accurate within l-0 arc-sec-
onds, and diameter accurate within 50 microinches'
This capability was used in machining the magic
cube.

Dominant requirements in the mechanical design
are rigidity and stability. The optical system must
maintain alignment and the mounting of the com-
ponent must not distort the optical surfaces. Small-
area glass-to-metal bonds were used; they provide
enough flexibility to accommodate differental ther-
mal expansion while reducing complexity and space
requirements.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

HP Model 10565A
Remote lnterfetomeler

OIMENSIONS:  Sso drawing ,
LINEAR MEASUREMENT ACCURACY: Samo as that of the b5258 La-

ser Int€rferometsr.
AI{GULAR MEASUREMENT ACCURAGY: (With 10558A Beam Bender)

Resolulion: 0.1 arc-second (0.01 with K02-55254 R€solutlon Ex-
tendsr),

LinEarity: 10.1 arc-second ov6r an angular dlsplacoment ot 3000
arc-seconds.

Accuracy: a0.1 arc-sacond up to t1000 arc-seconds: t l arc-
second per degree up to 10 degrges using sine tabls.

BEAM ALIGNMENTi  Ex i t  beam para l le l  to  incomlng b6am to  w l th ln
t30 arc-s€conds. Reflectsd beam perpendlcular to exlt bsam ro
within :!30 arc-seconds, provided sxit beam ls perpendicular to
exit faco.

OPERATING RANGE:65 feet (20 m) b€twe€n Laser Head and R€tro-
re t l€c to r  In  typ ica l  mach lns  shop env i ronment .

WEIGHT:  2 .7  lb  (1 .1  k9)  w i th  mount ing  p ta re .
ENVIRONMENT:

Tempera tur€ :  -20 'C to  *65 .C.
Relativs Humidity: 070 to condensation.
Vibralion: 10-55 Hz at 0.1 Inch dlsolacement.
Shock ;30  g  fo r  11  mi l l i seconds.

PRICE: Model 10565A, 92450.00.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION:  SANTA CLARA DtVtStON

5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Santa Clara, California 9S0S0
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